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In two weeks that's what we'll gather to celebrate, that Jesus has broken every chain that salvation is 
still in his name, and that that's a promise. That hope is for every person we will ever lay eyes on, and 
we would love for you to join us for the celebration of Easter Sunday two weeks from now. One of my 
favorite parts of celebrating Easter is family. There are a number of people, men and women, some 
children, who have said, "I believe that rescue, God's rescue, has come to me in and through Jesus." 

They have asked to be baptized on Resurrection Sunday, Easter Sunday, and so we'll be celebrating that 
at our Sunrise service in Gore Park at 6:30 in the morning. On Easter Sunday, right here in the Sanctuary 
in this 10:00 worship gathering, and then in East Dallas at Peak Street Church, we'll be celebrating 
baptisms as well. These are people who said, "I want to go public with what God is doing to change my 
life." There's just nothing better than to be able to celebrate that as a church family on Resurrection 
Sunday. 

We have been in this series looking at and reading through Exodus. Then asking, "How is this story of 
rescue from the Old Testament helping each and every one of us prepare and understand what God has 
done in and through his son Jesus with the life, death and resurrection of Jesus?" Of course, there's no 
better picture of that than baptism. As somebody goes into the water and comes out of the water, God 
also leads us through the waters and into freedom and salvation. 

The book of Exodus, if you want to read along with us today, there is a Bible there in front of you. If 
you're on the front row, it's underneath you. On page 69 is where we'll be reading, Exodus Chapter 12. 
As we work through this story, Exodus begins with the Israelites. As they're an ethnic minority in the 
nation, the reign of Egypt, and over time they've grown so vast that the King of Egypt, the Pharaoh, is 
threatened by them. So, he has them enslaved. 

Now there's a lot of debate as to which Pharaoh in history this was. There are more than one Pharaohs 
in the book of Exodus, but there are sort of conversations about who this was. As we mentioned a few 
weeks ago, the writer of Exodus never names these Pharaohs. This is kind of wild because in the book of 
Exodus, the writer of Exodus names even the Hebrew midwives. Anybody remember their names? 
Shiphrah and Puah, right? Because in God's story, in God's kingdom, it's often the people that are 
overlooked, it's people on the underside of power who end up being the heroes and the most significant 
of all. 

So, we're not told which Pharaoh this was that Moses went before and confronted. Although based on 
some dates, we have some ideas. Some scholars think it was Amenhotep II, and he ruled in the 15th 
Century BC. I think we have a picture of Amenhotep. I'm not sure if I'm pronouncing that right, but 
here's a sculpture of Amenhotep. Other scholars think it was Ramesses II, and I want to zero in on this 
particular character. 



We know a lot about Ramesses II. He was a living, one-man, Guinness Book of World Records. Of all the 
Pharaohs, he built the most monuments, the most obelisks. He fathered the most children, 162, which 
sort of flies in the face of the old saying, "Who's happier, the man with $10 million or the man with 10 
kids?" The man with 10 kids because he doesn't want anymore. Well, apparently Pharaoh wants more of 
everything, right? More fame, more renowned, more obelisks, more power, and yes, more children. 

Ramesses II is still grabbing headlines. A couple of years ago, there was a massive statue of Ramesses 
discovered in ground water in a Cairo slum, and I think we have a picture of this as well. It was recently 
placed at the entrance of the Grand Egyptian Museum. So, this was one of the first goatee's in history. 
Ramesses was a hipster. It's hard to overplay the arrogance of Ramesses II. Even though he built more 
monuments than any other Pharaoh in history, Ramesses actually went back and erased the names of 
other monuments and reinscribed them with his own name, and so today, we don't even know whether 
Ramesses built them or not. 

Now, one more thing about Ramesses II. Pharaohs before him would often claim that upon their death, 
they became a god. That was pretty normal, but that wasn't enough for Ramesses II. He said, "Right 
now, here on earth, I am God." He considered himself the incarnation of Ra, the Sun God, the God of the 
sun. Hence his name Ra. Ramesses. So Pharaoh oppresses the Israelites, forces them to build his 
monuments, and then in the worst act of all, he tries to have all their male babies killed. But God sends a 
man named Moses to confront Pharaoh and to say, "Let my people go. Let them go and give them 
freedom so that they can serve their God and not you." 

Well, Pharaoh won't do it. His heart is hardened to this weak little nation of slaves, and so God sends a 
number of plagues and these plagues, as we talked about last week, were significant. They were 
demonstrations of power proving to Pharaoh and to the people of Egypt that Pharaoh wasn't God but 
that the God of the Hebrew peoples was really in charge. With each of these plagues, and Charlie just 
nailed this last week if you were able to hear him, these were not random plagues. We read about frogs 
and people breaking out in rashes and the Nile River turning into blood. Each of these symbolized 
something. 

The Nile, for example, was Egypt's most prized, natural resource, and so the people would have 
trembled to see it turn to blood. It was a way of saying their gods weren't in control, and so each plague 
systematically defeated one of Egypt's supposed gods. All of this sort of built up to the Ninth Plague. The 
Ninth Plague, which was the plague of what? Of Darkness, which was a fierce warning that Yahweh, the 
God of Israel, had overpowered Ra, the God of the Sun, the God that Pharaoh himself had claimed to be 
the latest incarnation of. 

So when the lights go out, Pharaoh says finally, "Game over," like, "Go, just leave please," only to change 
his mind once again and say, "No." You kind of wonder if all along Pharaoh just knew deep down inside 
that he was never going to let go of this pool of cheap labor. So at every step, when it looks like Pharaoh 
might relent, his heart hardens even more and so finally God intervenes with this last plague. It's not 
very often the justice is poetic, but this time it is. A king who set out to murder the children of Israel will 
himself know what it's like to lose a son. This is Exodus Chapter 12, we'll start with verse 21. 

"Then Moses called all the elders of Israel and said to them, 'Go and select lambs for yourself according 
to your clans and kill the Passover lamb. Take a bunch of hyssop and dip it in the blood that is in the 
basin and touch the lintel and two doorposts with the blood that is in the basin. None of you shall go out 
of the door of his house until the morning, for the Lord will pass through to strike the Egyptians and 



when he sees the blood on the lintel and on the two doorposts, the Lord will pass over the door and will 
not allow the destroyer to enter your houses to strike you.'" 

Verse 24. "You shall observe this right as a statue for you and for your sons forever, and when you come 
to the land that the Lord will give you as he has promised, you shall keep this service, this ceremony. And 
when your children say to you, 'What do you mean by this ceremony,' you shall say, 'It is the sacrifice of 
the Lord's Passover, for He passed over the houses of the people of Israel and Egypt when he struck the 
Egyptians but spared our houses.' And so the people bowed their heads and worshiped." 

So the final plague that breaks Pharaoh's will is the death of his first born son and all the first born sons 
of the families of Egypt, and once again, this final plague is an extension of the previous. It's a darker 
kind of darkness because in that day, all of Egypt's first born sons would have been dedicated to the God 
Ra. Of course, Pharaoh's son would be considered the later incarnation of Ra himself. So of all the 
plagues, this was the most crushing end to the empty gods of Egypt. 

Now, I want to pause here because a lot of people are sort of confused and troubled and baffled by 
stories like this. On the one hand, yes you have the freedom coming to an oppressed people, the 
liberation of an oppressed people and we all love that. But at what cost? I mean, what are we to do with 
a God who kills first born children? This is precisely the kind of stuff that the new Atheists, like authors  
Sam Harris and Richard Dawkins and Christopher Hitchens have written about and are going after. 

Just to quote Dawkins from his book, “The God Delusion,” here's what he writes. "The God of the Old 
Testament is arguably the most unpleasant character in all of fiction. Jealous and proud of it. A petty, 
unjust, unforgiving control freak. A vindictive, blood thirsty, ethnic cleanser. A misogynistic, 
homophobic, racist and fanatical, genocidal, filicidal, pestilential, megalomaniacal, sadomasochistic, 
malevolent bully." Then, if you read through the rest of the book, it starts to get a little bit negative after 
that. 

So what do we do? What do we do with stories like this? Let me tell you about one option that's getting 
some attention, some traction in our day. One option is that as Christians, as followers of Jesus, maybe 
we should just unhitch our faith. Unhitch what we believe about God from harder to understand stories, 
especially those in the Old Testament. Maybe we should just focus on the New Testament. 

When I was in grad school, I had this Old Testament professor, a Scottish guy named Iain Provan and I 
loved this man. I could just listen to him lecture all day. He had that amazing, Scottish voice like Calum 
Lindsay. It was kind of funny, he would always roll his eyes when he would describe people who said, 
"You know, I'm a New Testament Christian. I'm not so sure about the God of the Old Testament." It 
would just make him cringe. If he saw a student walking around with one of those little New Testaments 
and Psalms, even though that's not really a Bible, he would just go nuts. He'd want to take it away from 
you. Dr. Provan, I learned so much from him. But most of all, he would always say from the very 
beginning, from the earliest pages and stories of the creation of this universe, in the book of Genesis all 
the way through from beginning to end, "God is a God of grace." 

In Exodus, God is a God of grace. Yes, he's a God of justice. Yes, he is zealous for his name and 
passionate that there be only one God, but it's grace, all the same. "This is a God who is slow to anger, 
abounding in love," he would say, "Always faithful." In other words, and Dr. Provan would often say this, 
"It's not like there was some kind of light switch that suddenly turned on when Jesus was born into this 



world. Jesus was the fullest expression of God's grace in the flesh, but he was the fulfillment, he was the 
embodiment of what was already true of God's character." 

See, one of the goals of a series like this, of teaching through an Old Testament book, is learning how to 
read the Bible. It’s about how to take seriously the whole counsel, the whole teachings of Scripture and 
not just the stuff that we tend to gravitate toward or that's easier to understand. This temptation to sort 
of cherry pick our way through the Bible and only pick those stories that seem to resonate with us, that 
are easiest to reconcile, which by the way is nothing new. Marcionism took care of this 1900 years ago, 
just ignore things like the plagues and sacrificial lambs and conquest narratives, and just focus on, I don't 
know, 1 Corinthians 13. But see if we do that, we miss out on all that God is seeking to lead us into and 
to reveal to us about his heart, his character, his nature, and how he intervenes in history. 

Let me try just for a few moments to respond to this question, "Is the God of the Old Testament, is the 
God of the Passover just this angry, vindictive, petty God who's out to get you?" Because if you haven't 
asked that question, then somebody in your life probably has. Well, there's an old Far Side cartoon, and 
I'm probably dating myself here, but it's got this picture of God. God is at his computer, it's an older 
computer obviously. On the screen this poor guy is walking around with a piano suspended over him, 
and God's finger, you may not be able to see this, is right above the smite button. 

Some people think this is exactly what God is doing. Another example was, maybe you've seen, nobody 
at 8:45 had, but this theologically riveting movie, “Bruce Almighty?” You remember this, where Jim 
Carrey is just this melodramatic victim who doesn't get what he wants, and so at one point, he cries out 
to heaven, "Smite me, oh mighty smiter." You remember this? A little bit? Well, I just want to be clear, 
this is not a question for skeptics. This is for thoughtful people. For Christians who long to use their 
minds, who encounter stories like this in the Bible that give them pause and they don't know what to 
make of it. 

What does this say about the heart and nature of God? And the reason this matters is not just so that 
we can be ready to, I don't know, come back at somebody who has some objection to what we believe 
about the Bible. The reason this matters, and I'm going to quote from A.W. Tozer here, he said, "What 
you think about when you think about God, is the most important thing in your life." Tozer said, "Your 
idea of God is the most important thing in your mind, in your life," and so if you think God is this 
vindictive bully, then you'll never feel safe with him. You'll never have full confidence that God is for you 
and that he longs for your best. 

If you think he's fickled, hot-tempered, vengeful, always flying off the seat, then you'll never fully 
surrender to his love because you'll always be wondering like what if he turns on you. Or, whenever 
something bad happens in your life, you're wondering, "Is he mad at me again?" What you think about 
when you think about God, your image of God is the most important thing in your life. In the ancient 
world, in the world of Egypt, people, they had a very distinct vision of their gods. They thought their 
gods mostly were flawed human characters that were a lot like them. 

Yes, they had these amazing powers, but they were almost like superheroes. You watch all these Marvel 
movies, and the superheroes, they're often flawed. They're a lot like us, they're trying to figure out what 
to do with all their powers. Thor gets mad and stuff blows up. If their anger gets aroused, you don't 
want to be around them, which is why, from the very beginning, in the book of Exodus, all the way 
through Genesis Chapter 1, Genesis Chapter 2, the God of Creation, the God who would call out to 



Abraham and Isaac, and to Jacob, and the God who called out to Moses, this was a different, a radically 
different kind of God. 

He wasn't a God that we fashioned in our image, rather he was a God who made us in his image. You 
have to understand how radical that was. We've heard that so many times. This was a new thing. He's a 
God who even his name reveals something totally different. There's a moment later in Exodus when God 
would appear to Moses once again in Exodus 34. This time he appears and he calls out from a cloud. It 
says,  

"Then the Lord came down in a cloud and stood there with him and proclaimed his name to Moses, his 
name the Lord. And he passed in front of Moses proclaiming again this is his name, the Lord. The Lord, 
the compassionate and gracious God, slow to anger and abounding in love and faithfulness." 

Slow to anger, that's not just a descriptor. That's part of God's name. It's revealing something about the 
very character and nature of our God. Nine times this phrase "slow to anger" is used to describe the 
name, the character of God in the Old Testament. Actually, if you look at the Hebrew language, the word 
"anger" is really just the Hebrew word for "nose", your nose. Ever known anybody who when they get 
kind of heated when they get angry, their nostrils kind of flare up a little bit? Don't elbow somebody 
you're sitting next to right now, but it's like, that's anger. 

It's a colorful language. This is more extra credit, but the word "slow to anger" literally is two words: 
long nosed, a long nose, and I'm just going to leave that there, but now you know. Write that in your 
pew Bible or something and confuse somebody down the road. God's anger is slow. It's not quickly or 
easily aroused. His anger, it's always, it's constrained by his love. That's why slow to anger is always 
followed in the Scriptures by abounding in love. After all, if God's anger weren't constrained, if his anger 
were fast, if his anger were short, every one of us, we'd be toast. I know I would. 

I certainly wouldn't want God to respond to me the way that I sometimes respond to my children, and 
they're here this morning so I got to make sure I'm doing okay here. I'll give you one example from my 
volumes of examples. A while back, we had to institute in our house a "no jumping on the bed" rule, 
especially for our daughter Annie because she just loved to jump on the bed. There's a point at every 
child's life when they discover that there is nothing more fulfilling than jumping on said bed. Apparently, 
they learned it from one of their parents, but we had to put an end to this. 

Well, one day my Aunt Faye was watching the kids. We were on a date or something, and sure enough 
Annie started jumping on her bed. Aunt Faye, she's great watching our kids, she was here earlier this 
morning, she said, "Annie, your daddy says no jumping on the bed." And I kid you not, Annie looked at 
Aunt Faye and then she stuck her hip out. I don't know where she learned how to do that, but she said, 
"Well, daddy isn't here, is he? So I'm just going to keep jumping on this bed." Now, when I got home, 
Aunt Faye told me, she recounted the story very calmly, and my response to that could be described in a 
number of ways, but slow to anger is not one of them. 

I'm so thankful God doesn't respond to me the way I sometimes respond to our kids. Our God is slow to 
anger. In fact, it is God's slowness to anger that sometimes would rile up his prophets and make them 
angry. Remember Jonah? Why was Jonah so mad? Because he wanted God to smite the Ninevites for 
their unfaithfulness and God said, "No. I am slow to anger. I am not angry on your timing Jonah." God is 
slow to anger. Even as you watch God dealing with Pharaoh and with the Egyptians, you see how slow 



and constrained his anger really is. 400 years, his people were in bondage. 10 plagues, but at any 
moment, God could've just crushed them all and said, "You messed with my people?" But God was slow. 
God constrains, he holds back. God's anger is slow. 

Secondly, God's anger always has a reason. It always has a reason. Unlike the other ancient gods who 
were often thought of as fickle or lashing out on a whim, the God of the Old Testament, when he is 
angry, his anger always has a reason. It is never a matter of whim or spite. God doesn't get angry 
because his pride is hurt. It's never arbitrary. It is always directed at that which is evil. It's like the perfect 
version of the righteous anger of someone who looks at our world and is outraged by corruption, by 
hate. Someone who's passionate about justice coming to those who are oppressed and voiceless and 
invisible in our day. 

It is actually good news that an all-powerful and sovereign God would look at the world and would get 
angry about such things because that gives us hope. That gives us hope that one day, God is going to put 
all things back to right. Just thinking about, scanning the headlines from this past week, local and global, 
children who get bullied, elderly people who are taken advantage of, women in parts of our world who, 
they're treated like property. Whole races of people demeaned and labeled and silenced because of the 
color of their skin, a story this week about a baby who was abused for crying, beaten by some deranged 
parent, or maybe the most innocent, most powerless of all, the unborn and their lives are ended as if 
they didn't even exist. 

What kind of God could look at this and just raise his hands like, "I don't know what to do. I guess that's 
how life goes. You're going to have to learn how to deal with it"? No. A loving God would be angry when 
the poor are trampled on, when the innocent are ravished. There are times, church, when we are going 
to look at these things, and it should make us angry, it should make us mad. We need to bring this 
anger, and we need to present it to God and give it to him. God is slow to anger. His anger always has a 
reason, but then finally, finally God's anger has a lamb. 

God's anger has a lamb, and this brings us to the Passover itself. God says to Moses, and to his people, 
he says, "My judgment is going to come down, but when it does, your only hope will be the lamb." In 
that passage we just read, we get all these detailed instructions that God gives to Moses and to the 
elders. They're to pass on to the people, and you sort of read through this and there's the Passover lamb 
and how you are to treat the lamb and what you are to do with the blood of the lamb and how you're to 
mark the doorposts. There's so much we could drill into, but I want to point this one thing out in and 
through this text. 

It can be tempting to read a story like this and to think, "You know, it seems like God's judgment is just 
this blanket retribution to the Egyptians, he saves one nation and crushes another." But that's not what 
happens. Look at verse 22. We're shown how the people are to take the hyssop and dip it into the blood 
and mark the doorpost, but then there's this little detail. It says, "None of you shall go out of the door of 
his house until the morning." What does that mean? "Don't go out of the door. Don't go out from under 
the blood of the lamb." Why not? I mean, if God were really coming to save all the Israelites and destroy 
all the Egyptians that clean and easy, it wouldn't matter if I stayed inside or if I went outside or not! But 
God is not coming just to judge the Egyptians. God is coming to judge sin. 

Yes, Pharaoh's heart is hard, but that's just a symptom. That's just a picture of what sin does. Yes, 
there's been oppression for 400 years, but it's the result of sin. God is coming to judge sin. By the way, 
the Israelites are not saved because some how they're less sinful than the Egyptians. Think about how 



the Israelites ended up in this place in the first place. Yes, there was a famine. Yes, they were looking for 
food. Yes, they came to Egypt in that way, but before then, why did they end up here? You remember 
the story of Joseph? Remember what happened to Joseph when his brothers wanted him dead? They 
ended up selling him into slavery. 

Slavery did not begin with the Egyptians in this story. It began with Israel. God doesn't choose them and 
love them and rescue them because of their goodness, but because of his grace. So, when God says, 
"Don't you dare go out of that house, don't you dare go out from under the blood of the lamb," what 
he's saying is, "Just because you're an Israelite, just because you're with Moses, you can't take shelter in 
that tonight. It is not your religion or your pedigree or your morality or your family background or the 
color of your skin or your obedience or anything you could ever do. It is just the blood of the lamb. 
That's the only thing that's going to save you tonight. It's just the blood of the lamb." 

Here's the thing, hundreds of years later, once again God's people are gathered around the lamb just as 
they had done every year for hundreds of years since that day when God led them into their freedom 
out of Egypt. They're gathered together around the lamb, and on this night, on the last night of his life, 
Jesus is with his friends, his disciples, and they're having the Passover meal. Now, there were always 
three things that would be present at every Passover meal. First, you'd have the bread that you would 
share together. Then, you'd have the wine but of course, and most importantly, you'd have the lamb. 

So, Jesus is standing at the table before his disciples, and the first thing he does is he takes this bread 
and he says, "This is my body, which is given for you. This is my body." His disciples don't really know 
what to do with that, but then he goes to the wine, and he says, "This is my blood. This is my blood for 
you." Well, then of course, the disciples are wondering the most important, the most significant part of 
all is the lamb, and they're wondering, "Where's the lamb? Where's the lamb?" And of course, Jesus 
says, "It's me. I am the Lamb of God who has come to take away your sin, and no just tonight but every 
night and every day, and for all of eternity. And I didn't just come for you, but for every person who 
would trust in me." 

So, Jesus, as we gather today as your people, Lord we know that it's not our faithfulness, our obedience, 
it's not what family we came from, which church we belong to that welcomes us to this table. It's just 
the blood of the lamb, and so I pray that as we begin to make this journey toward Easter Sunday, toward 
resurrection hope, that we would never forget that first we have to make this journey through the cross 
and through suffering with you. We thank you that you willingly allowed yourself to be broken and to be 
poured out for us. So, Father, as we come to this table, this table that unites us as one body, one family, 
Lord that we would discover again that it's just by the blood of the lamb, it's by your sacrifice that we 
are saved, set free, made whole. We pray this in Jesus name. Amen. 
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